Passing is an important and crucial aspect of winning a soccer match. It plays a big role in important decisions made by managers and owners when buying/selling players, picking offensive/defensive strategies and defining a style of play. In this article we show how to support these decisions by analyzing the unique passing behaviors (motifs) of players and teams from the patterns in their passing-possession data. We analyze individual players as well as teams based on the diversity and frequency of their involvement in different motifs. We gather passing and possession data from 4 seasons (2012-15) of 6 big European leagues with 8219 matches, 3532 unique players and 155 unique teams and apply the network motif concept to study the patterns. By introducing an expected goals model we build on the motif concept to measure the effectiveness of styles of play. We also make use of a novel way to represent the motif data (the radar graph) to make comparisons between players and teams across multiple seasons. We show how this analysis can support scouting for players and managers, identifying unique players/teams, finding relationships between position and style and in finding a suitable replacement for La Computadora. 
Introduction

17
In today's world we see an increasing trend in the 18 availability of data. This is particularly true for sports, Flow motifs, as shown in Milo et al. (2002) 
178
The difference between the two motif types is illus- the entire data set.
218
An example of a radar graph is shown in Fig. 3 .
219
Each radius shown in the figure represents a motif.
220
The extent of a players' or teams' use of this motif is a 221 percentage of the maximum value from the data set. In ters. In Table 2 the results of the mean shift clustering 288 are shown, indicating four unique clusters.
289
From these clusters we derive that Paris Saint-
290
Germain has a unique passing style whereas the Messi respectively) to create the final shot on goal.
409
Why are these goals considered to be so beautiful and 410 why do they not dominate the goal of the season lists?
411
In ters with less than 100 nodes are shown in Table 7 442 than 20 nodes are shown in Table 9 accompanied by 474 a cluster classification. From Table 9 we derive that Messi and Ronaldo, 
485
We also see that Messi gave assists that had a sons in the data set (see Table 7 ). Taking a closer look 519 into the data shows that Marco Verratti is an interest-520 ing prospect (see Fig. 9 Verratti is involved in more expected goal motifs than and PPMs, are shown in Table 10 for MesutÖzil,
561
and In Gyarmati et al. (2014) , in Pena and Navarro
607
(2015) and in this article, the maximum time between 608 passes (the threshold) was set at 5 seconds. In Fig. 12 609 we depict the impact of varying the threshold on 610 the number of passing motifs per team per game 611 in the first season of every league in the data set.
612
We see that using 6 seconds through infinity, leads passes. This metric, along with the time spent on the ball (time between passes), seems to be an intu- 
